Purpose Built LED Lighting

The Harrison “STINGER” is the ONLY Purpose Built Generator to COMPLIMENT LED LIGHTING PACKAGES. Do you find yourself or your customers needing LOW COST mobile AC power, with the TRADITIONAL HARRISON QUALITY, to compliment your LED lighting package?

Purpose Designed

The Harrison “STINGER” offers the SMALLEST FOOTPRINT AVAILABLE ON THE MARKET TODAY. Package that along with a remote mount reservoir option and you have the perfect generator for customers looking to take advantage of the unused spaces. The air flow pattern of the “STINGER” makes it perfect for compartments, dunnage areas, under chassis and anywhere you have a straight thru air flow requirement.

The “STINGER” is built to be maintained. All parts are top accessible in under a minute; truly BUILT WITH THE MECHANIC IN MIND.

Purpose Rated

Harrison has developed the “STINGER” generator to do just that! The Harrison “STINGER” is IDEAL for mobile power anytime 6,000 Watts or less are required. The Harrison “STINGER” takes aim at your needs and hits the target with REVOLUTIONARY NEW RATINGS!

Clean Power Technology
Military Grade Construction

The MILITARY-GRADE CONSTRUCTION of the Harrison “STINGER” assures you will be able to “DEPLOY YOUR GENERATOR” in the most demanding environments! Choose from a family of offerings that will BEST COMPLIMENT YOUR LED LIGHTING PACKAGE:

Ratings
✓ 3.6 kW (120 VAC | 30 amps)
✓ 3.6 kW (120/240 VAC | 30/15 amps)
✓ 4.8 kW (120/240 VAC | 40/20 amps)
✓ 6.0 kW (120/240 VAC | 50/25 amps)

Features & Benefits
✓ Dimensions: 25.00” W x 15.00” D x 14.13” H
✓ Bent axis piston motor; more efficient and LONGER LIFE than gear motor
✓ Morse tapered coupling design; perfect alignment and stronger coupling
✓ Modular design allows for more VERSATILE INSTALLATION
✓ “PLUS POWERED” ALTERNATOR is standard
✓ Self-sealing air intake is standard
✓ Twin draft air duct is standard
✓ Dual fan technology available; featuring a vertical exhaust
✓ Attached or remote mounted reservoir
✓ Incredibly “Maintenance Friendly”
✓ “Flow Thru” Ventilation System

Why Change, Why Harrison, Why Now

Uncompromising Quality: you depend on your tools and equipment to help you do the job right the first time, and enable you to keep your word. That’s not something we take lightly. We let our product speak for itself; 45 years of continued business in the most demanding environments.